Jeep wrangler subwoofer center console
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better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Center Console Subwoofer. Thread starter zlandquist Start date
Jun 18, Joined Mar 7, Messages 29 Location Wisconsin. My '99 TJ didn't come with a full center
console. It was the one cup holder version. I am looking to add a subwoofer and want to do it in
the center console. I was seeing used parts pulled from other TJs and it looks like there are full
length center consoles with a subwoofer cutout. Would that fit in my TJ? I found a few one
piece ones on eBay that say they fit There are also two peice ones with the sub cutout. Also,
there are center consoles without a sub cutout. What should I be looking for? EBay and Davey's
jeeps seemed pretty dry, so if anyone has ideas where I could get one, that would be great. Ride
of the Month Winner. They'll bolt into your TJ. Its only bolts that hold it in place. One at the
shifter, two in the floor, and two I believe in the side between the passenger seat. The 06
console changed I believe with the 6 speed tranny but I could be wrong. Check craigslist--Every
one that I come across is bringing money that I cant justify spending on a console. Reactions:
zlandquist. You could always check car-part. After you find the console, I'd suggest this. It will
fit in the console. I too have a I made my own enclosure inside my center console, i had the 2
cupholder version but still no sub. A little fiberglass resin and some speaker rings worked
nicely. I went with 2 - 6. The sound is nice and clean, bass hits good, but its till not crazy bass
since these things only can handle 50 watts RMS Watt max. Joined Jan 20, Messages 15
Location Bakersfield. Food for thought. My configuration might end up being a little different
but the inspiration is the same. Just out of curiosity, how wide is the bottom of that box and
how many cu ft would you estimate the enclosure to be? View attachment View attachment View
attachment View attachment Reactions: thuddles. Reactions: Turdworlder. Fill it with water and
make a line. Determine your need for cubic inches, then convert it to fluid oz. View attachment
you can see my 2 gal mark. I wish there was a good aftermarket sub enclosure that fit our center
consoles. I've seen one, but it is not in stock Then agaain, I'd be cool with just a factory sub
setup SSV Works used to make one for a 10" but I can't find anything else available. Last edited:
Jan 21, With a vented pole piece and 4 ohm, 4-layer voice coil, this driver can handle up watt I
was looking at Parts Express and found a 6. Last edited: Jan 23, Thedogsbollocks Member.
Joined Jan 4, Messages 81 Location Florida. Yeah, done that before. We had talked about
glassing a sub into the front passenger floorboard at the firewall, like a Corvette install.
Thedogsbollocks said:. Joined Aug 26, Messages Location Minnesota. Gasman said:. I'm about
to embark on a sub install in a non-sub console I was able to source a OEM sub enclosure from
a later model TJ so I am going to use that inside my existing and cut a hole for the grill. Would it
be a good idea to poly fill the sub enclosure?? Post reply. Top Bottom. They are custom
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It provides a storage tray at the top for small items while keeping the factory locking mechanism
intact. All Subwoofer enclosures ship with a texture coated black finish to match your factory
interior but can also be custom painted to match you vehicles paint scheme they include
stainless steel mounting hardware and easy do-it yourself instructions. Video of 43CWRT The
bags on your bike. Add the weatherproof CompRT Sub to your ride without sacrificing comfort
or storage space. Stout: Superior components make a huge difference. Dual voice coils, a
unique heat management system and our signature red cone stitching all help to give you deep
bass and outstanding reliability in our thinnest subwoofers. X WAIT! Yes please! Rating
Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required.
Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Bundle: Yes. Current Stock:. Enter your email
address to be notified when this item is back in stock. Please enter a valid email address. Thank
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console. It was the one cup holder version. I am looking to add a subwoofer and want to do it in
the center console. I was seeing used parts pulled from other TJs and it looks like there are full
length center consoles with a subwoofer cutout. Would that fit in my TJ? I found a few one
piece ones on eBay that say they fit There are also two peice ones with the sub cutout. Also,
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jeeps seemed pretty dry, so if anyone has ideas where I could get one, that would be great. Ride
of the Month Winner. They'll bolt into your TJ. Its only bolts that hold it in place. One at the
shifter, two in the floor, and two I believe in the side between the passenger seat. The 06
console changed I believe with the 6 speed tranny but I could be wrong. Check craigslist--Every
one that I come across is bringing money that I cant justify spending on a console. Reactions:
zlandquist. You could always check car-part. After you find the console, I'd suggest this. It will
fit in the console. I too have a I made my own enclosure inside my center console, i had the 2
cupholder version but still no sub. A little fiberglass resin and some speaker rings worked
nicely. I went with 2 - 6. The sound is nice and clean, bass hits good, but its till not crazy bass
since these things only can handle 50 watts RMS Watt max. Joined Jan 20, Messages 15
Location Bakersfield. Food for thought. My configuration might end up being a little different
but the inspiration is the same. Just out of curiosity, how wide is the bottom of that box and
how many cu ft would you estimate the enclosure to be? View attachment View attachment View
attachment View attachment Reactions: thuddles. Reactions: Turdworlder. Fill it with water and
make a line. Determine your need for cubic inches, then convert it to fluid oz. View attachment
you can see my 2 gal mark. I wish there was a good aftermarket sub enclosure that fit our center
consoles. I've seen one, but it is not in stock Then agaain, I'd be cool with just a factory sub
setup SSV Works used to make one for a 10" but I can't find anything else available. Last edited:
Jan 21, With a vented pole piece and 4 ohm, 4-layer voice coil, this driver can handle up watt I
was looking at Parts Express and found a 6. Last edited: Jan 23, Thedogsbollocks Member.
Joined Jan 4, Messages 81 Location Florida. Yeah, done that before. We had talked about
glassing a sub into the front passenger floorboard at the firewall, like a Corvette install.
Thedogsbollocks said:. Joined Aug 26, Messages Location Minnesota. Gasman said:. I'm about
to embark on a sub install in a non-sub console I was able to source a OEM sub enclosure from
a later model TJ so I am going to use that inside my existing and cut a hole for the grill. Would it
be a good idea to poly fill the sub enclosure?? Post reply. Top Bottom. Forums New posts
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This thread. New posts. Image search. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Thread starter RangerRick Start date Nov 15, Tags console subwoofer
kicker dvc sub in a tj wrangler tj subwoofer tj wrangler sound system wrangler console speaker
wrangler tj sub options. Supporting Member. Last edited: Nov 17, Reactions: il buono ,
GabeSpeakeasy , Egadz and 5 others. Chris Administrator Staff Member. Ride of the Month
Winner. Thanks for the very thoughtful how to! This is definitely going into the how to section in
the next few days. I know there's a lot of people myself included that would like to upgrade the
crappy stock subwoofer! Thanks Chris! I will try to make better posts as I "learn" how to craft
them on the forum. I have more updates and pictures and details about the swap and will add
more soon. Reactions: Chris. Awesome, your input is definitely much appreciated! Rob Certified
video trained differential rebuilder Supporting Member. Nice write up. I have a few more in the
works. VeloJonny New Member. So, It has been a year and I'm curious as to how everything still
sounds. Getting ready to replace my 01's blown sub and use an aftermarket amp as well.
VeloJonny said:. Reactions: ScottCO , johnny deeker and 05pf Well played sir. I wasn't lucky
enough to have the factory sub, so I improvised. I upgraded my iPod from a 5th gen 80 Gb to a
flash drive. Between satellite Sirius XM, Pandora and Gb of iPod tunes and videos, I have want
not for what not on a soundtrack to fit any driving experience in my Jeep! Gotta love mobile
tech! Last edited: Jul 15, The only thing though about replacing the quality head unit, albeit 13
years old, is my Pioneer head unit sounds way better than any of the China made android AV
receivers ever will. The Pioneer has high end audiophile grade DSP equalizer and mosfet
amplifiers. In geek speak, they are better, not that anyone would notice in an open top Jeep! But
I digress, my days of mobile audio competition from decades ago creep in every now and then
when messing around with car AV. With the Kicker 42PXA Chris said:. RangerRick said:. There
is a bit of wiring involved but it will be worth it especially once you're cruising down the freeway
and can actually hear your audio speakers over the road noise. Reactions: RangerRick. The
factory service manual had the schematic of the sound system and how everything was wired
up. It was easy to locate the wires to the amplifier and disconnect them when you rewire using
an install kit that comes with the correct factory plug pigtails. Never cut your harness if you can
help it. Then I ran new wiring to the amplifier and subwoofer that was in the factory enclosure. I
removed the amplifier module from the heatsink and put it in a box to save if I ever desired to
return the system back to stock configuration. It sounds way more difficult than it actually was

to do. I wanted it to look factory yet sound sonically superior to where thieves would pass my
open top Wrangler by without any notice. The factory wiring is there, just not plugged in,
instead my harness I made with the stereo install kit, junkyard or ebay wire pigtails and
aftermarket speakers hiding in plain sight behind factory grilles in the factory locations. Nobody
knows any different. JL audio dash Xr series, same with the sound pods, JL all matching. I
added some R16 fiberglass insulation batting as dampening material in the overhead pods.
Then I added some in the subwoofer enclosure during the modification process for the console
sub replacing it with the Kicker DVC driver. The amplifier is hidden way up under the dashboard
behind the radio and climate control HVAC panel near the instrument panel. Previous swamping
of another TJ in Fordyce creek has taught me there is an air pocket under there so it would take
driving your Jeep into a lake to get water clear up there and the radio will be long drowned
before that happens. The amplifier is also off-road mud sports rated according to Stillwater
designs. Last e
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dited: Feb 20, It's funny that I found this thread this morning I ordered a Kicker CompRT 6. I
spent a couple of hours doing this exact thing last night!! I never would've thought that you'd
get a decent sound from such a small sub! It isn't ground pounding but it is exactly what I
needed to balance everything out in the TJ!!! The sub is a dual voice coil so I used a Kicker
wiring diagram to wire both coils to the mono amp I have attached it for reference. A local
stereo shop wanted, are you sitting down? Last edited: Mar 17, View attachment View
attachment View attachment View attachment View attachment How did you run the power wire
to the amp? If you have a single voice coil sub, the mono 1 channel amp is great. Kicker stuff is
meant for off-road mud and desert motorsports. I have friends with the same amp I run in RZRs,
single rider 4x4 quads and trick dune buggies Awesome stuff, not meant to be a plug for any
one company but the stuff is made for this life. Post reply. Top Bottom.

